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But then Jon killed Daenerys, distraught over her intentions to rule all of Westeros and the world at the cost of innocent lives. In the final scene of "Game of Thrones," Jon went Beyond the Wall to ...
See how the 'Game of Thrones' characters changed from the pilot episode all the way to the series finale
For example, the Supreme Court ruled that the donor who gave Ted ... Khaleesi is coming to Westeros! Watch out! Woo! OBAMA: The non-stop focus on billionaire donors creates real problems for ...
2015 White House Correspondents’ Dinner Speech
For a show that loves complex twists and hidden details they served up a truly obvious hint back in episode one which essentially told us all that Bran was going to become the King of Westeros.
These are the biggest details you missed in all eight series of Game of Thrones
that we'll never truly be without the stories of Westeros, long after the Mother of Dragons' murderous rampage ended in the series finale. Spin-offs are coming, and while you nothing (Jon Snow ...
Here are all the Game of Thrones spin-offs in development
Nilu compares this with Nazism rather overtly when he uses in the court scene of the Troll king “Horst Wessel ... Sharoda as the passage that links the Jivatma (soul) with the Paramatma (the supreme ...
A twenty-first century Indian saga
NEW YORK (AP) — A graphic novel for children written by the author of the wildly popular "Captain Underpants" series is being pulled from library and book store shelves after its publisher said ...
Scholastic pulls book by 'Captain Underpants' author for 'passive racism'
While it’s only been two years since we waved goodbye to “Game of Thrones,” it feels like an eternity since we last traveled across Westeros. While HBO has not yet announced an official release date, ...
Everything We Know About ‘Game of Thrones’ Prequel ‘House of the Dragon’
Bolsonaro has often bristled at the checks and balances imposed by other branches of government and has attended protests targeting the Supreme Court and Congress. He has also criticized the ...
Brazil army leaders quit as Bolsonaro seeks greater support
who was chosen by the lords of Westeros to succeed the Old King, Jaehaerys Targaryen, and wished to continue his grandfather's legacy. The Crown and Doctor Who star Smith, 38, will play Prince ...
Game Of Thrones: First images revealed as prequel House Of The Dragons begins production
(Azevedo e Silva) refused," said a person briefed on their discussions. After his departure, Azevedo e Silva spoke with several Supreme Court justices, who wanted to sound him out on the risk for ...
Brazil to replace military chiefs after Bolsonaro sparks political crisis
The new series will star Paddy Considine as Viserys I Targaryen, the king of Westeros. Smith will play his younger brother Daemon Targaryen and D’Arcy will star as Rhaenyra Targaryen, Viserys' ...
'Game Of Thrones' prequel 'House Of The Dragon' shooting in Cornwall
It’s all going down in Westeros. To celebrate the Iron Anniversary, Showmax has a two-part special. The Game of Thrones Reunion Hosted by Conan O’Brien Stream the cast reunion hosted by the ...
It’s been 10 years since Game of Thrones: here’s where to watch it online
There's no sense of a single important character, and no feeling that one tone has to dominate. As my brilliant former colleague and reigning Westeros correspondent James Hibberd wrote in his series ...
The Game of Thrones series premiere took its time. The wannabes could learn something.
“Few in Westeros knew the carnage to come when highborn and smallfolk alike gathered at Harrenhal to watch the finest knights of the realm compete in a great tourney, during the Year of the ...
'Game of Thrones' stage show in development for West End and Broadway
The new series will star Paddy Considine as Viserys Targaryen, the king of Westeros. Smith will play his younger brother Daemon Targaryen and D’Arcy will star as Rhaenyra Targaryen, Viserys' daughter ...
Matt Smith seen filming 'Game Of Thrones' prequel 'House Of The Dragon' in Cornwall
She's a confessed workaholic who typically writes solo but joined with Common on the 2019 Oscar-nominated “Stand Up for Something” for “Marshall,” a biopic about the late U.S. Supreme ...
12-time Oscar nominee Diane Warren hopes for 'awesome' win
After his departure, Azevedo e Silva spoke with several Supreme Court justices, who wanted to sound him out on the risk for constituional threats ahead, sources said. One of them said that after ...
UPDATE 2-Brazil to replace military chiefs after Bolsonaro sparks political crisis
Playwright Duncan MacMillan and director Dominic Cooke are helping Martin bring Game of Thrones to the stage. “Few in Westeros knew the carnage to come when highborn and smallfolk alike gathered at ...
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